1. A successful teacher is one who is
A. Quite and reactive
C. Tolerant and dominating

B.
D.

Passive and active
Compassionate and disciplinarian

Answer: D

2. Teachers should study the educational philosophy because
A. They do not know it
B. They do not have their won Philosophy
C. Philosophy is the backbone of all disciplines D. They may improve their work by clarifying
their own Philosophy
Answer: D

3. Why should you prefer teaching to other profession?
A. For love of teaching
B. For love to young (Youth)
C. For the service of humanity
D. For mastery over the subject of teaching
Answer: C

4. The best way by a teacher to introduce a new subject by
A. Relating it to daily life situation
B. Giving a broad outline of the subject
C. Relating it to previously studied subject or D. Any of these
course material
Answer: D

5. As a teacher you should not demand your pupils which is beyond their stage of growth. If you do
so, it only causes
A. Frustrations
B. Encouragement for more learning
C. Frustrations, Heighten Tension and
D. None of these
Nervousness
Answer: C

6. A teacher generally asks questions to his pupils during the lecture, why?
A. To help the students
B. To know, which student is brilliant one?
C. Are students listening the lecture
D. To know whether the students are
attentively?
understanding the lecture or not.
Answer: D

7. A competent teacher must have a sound knowledge in right order
A. Theory, Research, Concept and Practice
B. Concept, Theory, Practice and Research
C. Research, Practice, Concept and Theory
D. Practive, Concept, Theory and Research
Answer: B

8. In the final analysis, teaching must be thought of mainly as a process of
A. Hearing recitation of Pupils
B. Directing the activities of Pupils
C. Asking questions and evaluating the
D. All of these
Learning
Answer: B

9. A teacher commands prestige,authority esteem and respect. He should make use of it through
suggestion. He should not try to command respect through
A. Tact
B. Experience
C. Scholarship
D. Punishing and creating revolting situation
Answer: D

10. A teacher is successful only if he
A. Is approachable
C. Knows his subject thoroughly well

B.
D.

Produces cent percent result
Publishes papers in journals of Repute

Answer: C

11. The major responsibility with which the school personnel have been entrusted is that

A.

It makes the child able to get job

B.

C.

It prepares the school programme according D.
to the need of the child

It harmonizes the child’s need and demands
of the society both
All of these

Answer: B

12. One of your students wants to share his problems with you. He visits your house for the same. In
such a condition ou should
A. Suggest him to escape from his family.
B. Extend necessary co-operation and boost his
Morale.
C. Contact the students parent and solve the
D. None of these
problem.
Answer: B

13. For better interaction with the students, the teachers objective should be the
A. Proximity
B. Affirm or correct student performance
C. Equitable distribution of response time
D. All of these
Answer: D

14. Which of the following is quality of a teacher?
A. He should know the child psychology
B.
C.

He presenting the subject matter in an
D.
effective manner with clear explaining
leading to better understanding of the matter

He should be trained to various teaching
methodologies
All of these

Answer: D

15. In ancient education system, teachers applied some psychological principles in education
especially to young child from pre-school age to adolescence. They recognize the role of
A. Sense and perception in teaching and
B. Convent system of schooling
learning
C. Gurukul type of education
D. All Of These

Answer: A

16. Recreational Reading should be
A. Assigned as homework.
B.
C. An integral part of language art curriculum. D.

Reserved for the school library period.
A responsibility of the home not the school.

Answer: C

17. Which characteristic from the following is least concerned with a teacher?
A. Effective verbal communication.
B. Command over subject matter.
C. Good rapport with the students .
D. Respect from college management
Answer: D

18. Which of the following statements doesn’t suit a teacher? The teacher is
A. Really interested in students.
B. Able to direct and discipline students.
C. Reluctant to adapt himself to new situation. D. Enthusiastic about the work that teachers
do.
Answer: C

19. Who can be a good teacher ? One
A. Whose students do not need to ask questions B.
C.

Who never encourages children to known
something not in curriculum.

D.

Who answers all the questions asked by
students
Who always tells his/her students that from
where they can get answers to their queries.

Answer: B

20. Meaningul learning takes place when
A. Students are interested in topic taught.

B.

C.

D.

Explanations are given within reach of
students.

Students raise questions and get them
clarified.
The new content being taught is related to
the previous knowledge of the student.

Answer: A

21. Teachers use teaching aids for
A. The sake of its use.
C. Making student attentive.

B.
D.

Making teaching interesting.
Making teaching with understanding level of
students.

Answer: D

22. How a teacher should behave with the students
A. Friend
B.
C. Leader
D.

Father
General

Answer: C

23. If a girl student requests you to collect her posts at your address what would you like to do in
this case?
A. As a teacher you will allow her
B. You will never allow her suspecting a foul
game
C. You will permit her because you may get in D. You would not give permission as it is
touch with her
against your own principles
Answer: A

24. The most important task is teaching is
A. Directing students in the development of
B.
experience
C. Making assignments and hearing recitations D.

Making monthly reports and maintaining
records
None of these

Answer: A

25. The most accurate statement about teaching machines is that
A. They can be used for all learning
B. B.F. Skinner began the movement for their
programmes
use

C.

They are not as efficient as teachers in
reinforcing responses

D.

They were designed as an economy measure
to replace teachers

Answer: B

26. The Dalton Scheme of Education is useful for which one of the following?
A. For infants
B. For little children
C. For older children
D. For all of these
Answer: C

27. Why should a student not be punished severly?
A. He may quarrel with a teacher.
B.
C. He may leave the school and join another.
D.

His parent may quarrel with the teacher.
The student may develop a negative attitude
towards his studies, teacher and school.

Answer: D

28. The term ‘least restrictive environment’ refers to the education of the
A. Gifted
B. Retarded
C. Handicapped
D. Early childhood youngsters
Answer: C

29. According to Dewey, education is a :
A. Social need
C. Theoretical need

B.
D.

Personal need
Psychological need

B.
D.

Listening the recitation of pupils
None of these

Answer: A

30. The teaching is not thought as a process of
A. Indoctrinating adult ideas to young people
C. Directing the activities of people

Answer: A

31. The major objective of education is:
A. Reforming the society
C. Making students followers of teachers

B.
D.

Making students disciplined
Developing inherent abilities/powers of
Students

Answer: D

32. Each child grows in its won unique way. The wide individual differences are caused by
A. Heredity
B. Endowment
C. Environmental influences
D. All of these
Answer: D

33. All of the following are advantages of teaching machines except
A. Tracking of errors
B. The control of cheating
C. The Insurance of Attention
D. Their universal use for different kinds of
Programmes
Answer: D

34. The process of learning include which of the following
A. It includes all activities which leave
B. Synthesis and organisation of the old and
permanent effect on the individual.
new experiences, resulting in a novel
pattern.
C. In its simplest form, learning means
D. All of these
acquisition, retentiaon and modificaiton of
experience.
Answer: D

35. A new comer teacher who is maltreated in his class will deal with the students by
A. Applying punitive measure
B. Giving them a threat of expulsion

C.

Changing his class after consultation

D.

Improving his qualities and expressing it
before them in a good way

Answer: D

36. A teacher can establish apport with his pupil by
A. Becoming a friend to the Pupils
B.
C. Impressing them with knoledge and skill
D.

Becoming a figure of authority
Playing the role of a guide with desire to
help them

Answer: D

37. A teacher can help adolescent to overcome his special problems, and help him to adjust to the
environment. Which of the following attitude, he should not made?
A. He should have right information about Sex. B. He should impart right information about
Sex.
C. He should have unsympathetic attitude
D. He should redirect the energies of the
towards others.
adolescent to fruitful channels through
sports and other constructive activities.
Answer: C

38. If majority of students in your class is weak you should
A. Not care about intelligent students
B. Keep your teaching slow which can also be
helpful to bright students.
C. Keep your teaching slow along with some
D. Keep your speed of teaching gast so that
extra guidance to bright people
students comprehension level may increase
Answer: C

39. For formulating the curriculum, which factor is most important?
A. Teahcers ability
B. National idelogy
C. Social and cultural ideals
D. Children’s capabilities and needs
Answer: D
40. There are so many definations of learning. Which of the following is most adequate?

A.
C.

The development of skills
The acquisition and organisations of
Knowledge

B.
D.

The modification of behaviour
All of these

Answer: B

41. Which of the following is meant of information collection?
A. Plan
B. Scope
C. Report
D. Schedule
Answer: D

42. Which of the following is true about Modern Annual Examination System?
A. It doesn’t encourage the habit of regular
B. It encourages attaining knowledge by
study.
cramming.
C. It doesn’t encourage students to attain their D. All of these
classes regularly.
Answer: D

43. Personalized system of education :
A. Leads to wastage of time and energy
B.
C. Doesn’t inculcate a feeling of socialization in D.
students

Doesn’t inculcate a feeling of competition
All of these

Answer: D

44. The most important challenge before a teacher is :
A. To prepare question paper
B. To make students do their homework
C. To maintain discipline in the classroom
D. To make teaching learning process enjoyable
Answer: D

45. If you are irritated and show rashness because of the inadequate behavior of another teachers ,

what do you think about your own behavior?
A. Your behavior is also a sign of maladjustment B.
and so try to control yourself when you are
maltreated.
C. It is justified because behaviors are echo.
D.

Your behavior is not good because elders
have the right to behave you in this way.
All of these

Answer: A

46. Teacher’s professionalism means:
A. A teacher has to teach for the sake of getting B.
salaries
C. A teacher must have completed professional D.
teachers training course before his
appointment

The extent to which a teacher subscribes to a
professional code
All of these

Answer: B

47. Which one of the most fundamental of the guidance activities should be executed first?
A. Selection of curriculum
B. Determination of objectives
C. Selection of learning activities
D. Determination of learning process
Answer: A

48. A teacher should keep his voice in the class
A. Moderate
C. Loud, so that every one can hear clearly

B.
D.

Sometime low and some time high
High enough to be heard by every student
clearly

Answer: B

49. Which of the following is/are true about teaching ?
A. It is a process not an Act.
B. It is highly dominated by communication
skill.
C. The analysis and assessment of teaching
D. All of these
provide feedback for further improvement in
teaching method.

Answer: D

50. Which of the following is/are true about teacher/teaching?
A. Teaching should be pupil centered rather
B. Teacher should arouse interest among
than subject centered.
students about the subject
C. Teacher should have control over the
D. All of these
students to maintain peace and order in the
class.
Answer: D

51. Which of the following is true about teaching/teacher?
A. Teacher should work as a leader in the class. B. Teacher should maintain a democratic
atmosphere in the class
C. Teacher should make a lesson plan before
D. All of these
presenting lesson in the class
Answer: D

52. A teacher learns maximum from
A. Books
C. Principal

B.
D.

Students
None of these

Answer: B

53. If majority of students in your class are weak you should
A. Keep you teaching slow.
B. Not care about intelligent students.
C. Keep your teaching slow along with some
D. Keep your speed in teaching fast so that
extra guidance to bright pupils.
students comprehension level may increase.
Answer: C

54. The first important step in teaching is
A. organizing the material to be taught

B.

knowing the background of students

C.

planning of representation of topic or subject D.

organizing the background of students for
the subject

Answer: B

55. Failure of students in examination, it may be the fault of
A. teacher
B. students themselves
C. both (a) and (b)
D. principal
Answer: C

56. Research is born out of
A. human curiosity
C. human requirements

B.
D.

natural incidents
none of these

Answer: A

57. Which of the following is the first step of research?
A. Identification of subject
B. Identification of nature of problem
C. Both (a) and (b)
D. None of these
Answer: C

58. The biochemical processes taking place in the body is known as
A. Anabolism
B. Metabolism
C. Catabolism
D. None of above
Answer: B

59. Hybrid computer is a combination of
A. Laptop and Abacus
C. Punch Card and Analog Computer
Answer: D

B.
D.

Calculator and Laptop
Analog Computer and Digital Computer

60. The final result of a study will be more accurate if the sample drawn is
A. purposive
B. fixed by quota
C. taken randomly
D. representative to the population
Answer: D

61. Noise is known as
A. sender barrier
C. transmitting barrier

B.
D.

receiving barrier
none of these

Answer: C

62. Which of the following is not a part of Information?
A. formal
B. logical
C. perception
D. impersonal
Answer: C

63. Bright Light in classroom is a type of______________Barrier.
A. channel
B. physical distraction
C. emotional distraction
D. none of these
Answer: B

64. Close Circuit Television (CCT )is useful
A. for large group communication
C. only for a restricted audience residing at a
particular place

B.
D.

only for poor students of the class
None of these

Answer: C

65. All are the examples of the media of two way communication except
A. padyatra
B. street plays
C. public meeting
D. procession and rallies

Answer: B

66. All students are not geniuses concludes that
A. no student is genius
C. many students are not genius

B.
D.

all geniuses are students
None of these

B.
D.

1952
1954

B.
D.

The topic is difficult
All of the above

B.
D.

16 mm Film Projector
All of the above

B.
D.

To develop only reasoning
To give information

Answer: C

67. UGC was established in
A. 1951
C. 1953
Answer: C

68. Discussion Method can be used when :
A. The topic is easy
C. The topic is very difficult
Answer: C

69. Which of the following is a teaching aid?
A. Tape Recorder
C. Working Model of Wind Mill
Answer: D

70. The main aim of teaching is :
A. To develop only thinking
C. Both (a) and (b)
Answer: C

71. The quality of teaching is reflected :
A. By the pass percentage of students
B.
C. By the quality of questions asked by students D.

By the attendance of students in the class
By the duration of silence maintained in the
class

Answer: C

72. The present annual examination system:
A. promotes rote learning
B.
C. does not encourage students to be regular in D.
class

does not promote good study habits
All of the above

Answer: D

73. A college wants to give training in use of Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) to
researchers. For this the college should organise :
A. Lecture
B. Seminar
C. Workshop
D. Conference
Answer: C

74. Which of the following is not the characteristic of a research ?
A. Research is systematic
B. Research is not passive
C. Research is not a process
D. Research is problem oriented
Answer: C

75. Which of the following statement is correct ?
A. Objectives are to be stated in Chapter I of
B.
the Thesis
C. In research, objectives can be worded in
D.
question form.

In research, objectives can be worded in
statement form.
All of the above

Answer: D
76. If a student is constantly rubbing his eyes and is unattentive during blackboard work, he is
having

A.
C.

visual problem
adjustment problem

B.
D.

hearing problem
All of the above

Answer: A

77. Which of the following must be the qualities of teacher except?
A. Superstitions
B. Patience and tolerance
C. Good communication skill
D. Sweet, polite and clear voice
Answer: A

78. If in a reserach independent variables cannot be manipulated then it is known as
A. Exploratory Research
B. Experimental Research
C. Non-experimental Research
D. Pure or Fundamental Research
Answer: C

79. Which of the following is not a characteristic of research ?
A. Logical
B. Objective
C. Systematic
D. Perspective
Answer: D

80. Who said that members of the same species are not alike?
A. Best
B. Good
C. Darwin
D. Herber
Answer: C

81. Certificate for copy right waiver is generally given in
A. paper
B. books
C. article
D. thesis writing
Answer: D

82. Logic of induction is very close to
A. logic of controlled variables
C. logic of sampling

B.
D.

logic of observation
None of these

Answer: C

83. If majority of students in your class are weak you should
A. Keep you teaching slow.
B. Not care about intelligent students.
C. Keep your teaching slow along with some
D. Keep your speed in teaching fast so that
extra guidance to bright pupils.
students comprehension level may increase.
Answer: C

84. The professional requirements of a teacher as explained in the Unesco Publication is /are
A. Justice to the profession
B. Innovativeness in approach and teaching
strategies
C. Mastery over the subject and competency for D. All of the above
teaching
Answer: D

85. Some students are weak in studies. What will be your attitude towards them?
A. Strict
B. Liberal
C. Lenient
D. Lovable
Answer: A

86. If a teacher is not able to answer the question of a pupil he should
A. Rebuke the pupil
B. Feel shy of his ignorance
C. Say that question is wrong
D. Say that he will answer after consultation
Answer: D

87. An individual’s ability to learn is

A.
C.

Elders
Acquired

B.
D.

Teachers
None of these

Answer: A

88. How will you demonstrate your impartial behavior?
A. By assaulting a teacher.
B. By criticizing the teacher community.
C. By making own behaviour more balanced
D. By maintaining high self esteem and egoistic
and fair.
behaviour.
Answer: C

89. A teacher who is not able to draw the attention of his studetns should
A. Start dictating
B. Resign from the post.
C. Find fault in his pupils.
D. Evaluate his teaching method and improve it.
Answer: D

90. Of great importance in determining the amount of transference that occurs in learning is the
A. IQ of teacher
B. Knowledge of the teacher
C. Use of appropriate elements
D. Presence of identical elements
Answer: A

91. Democracy in the classroom is best reflected through
A. You will justify that most of the female
B. You will justify to the male students that it is
students are more sincere towards their
difficult for you refuse the request made by
studies than male students.
female students
C. Allowing students freedom to the observance D. None of these
of classroom rules and regulations
Answer: A

92. For knowledge lessons

A.
C.

Herbart’s five-stage system is used
Garry’s scheme is used

B.
D.

Glover’s scheme is used
None of these

Answer: A

93. What can a teacher do to develop integrated personalities of his Pupil?
A. Life in schools should be so planned that
B. They should be helped to build their Selfchildren are able to express themselves fully.
Esteem to develop a sense of worthiness and
positive ego image.
C. Children should be encouraged and helped D. All of these
to set themselves well-defined goals and
objectives which they can hope to achieve.
Answer: D

94. Of the following objectives of an Elementary Music Programme the one of lowest priority is
A. To provide children with emotion outlets.
B. To prepare children for wise use of leisure
time.
C. To develop a group of performers for Hiliday D. To expose children to a variety of musical
Assemblies.
compositions.
Answer: C

95. A backward child is a slow learner. He does not respond satisfactorily to the ordinary school
curriculum and to the usual methods. The causes of this phenomena are
A. Emotional disturbance
B. Physical defects and diseases
C. Poor intellectual ability and low intelligence D. All of the above
Answer: D

96. You are a teacher of literature. A chapter of a book deals with a biography of a scientist and his
works. In this situation, What would you do with chapter?
A. You would consult other books concerning B. You would request the science teacher, to
with the scientist and then teach the lesson
teach this chapter to the students.
tostudent.
C. You would ask the students to read
D. Any one of them.

themselves.
Answer: A

97. While delivering lecture if there is some disturbance in the class, then a teacher should
A. Punish those causing disturbance.
B. Keep quiet for a while and then go on.
C. Not bother of what is happening in the class. D. All of these
Answer: B

98. Which one is not the objective of Special Education?
A. To develop realistic self-concept in
B. To develop motivational patterns in the
handicapped children.
handicapped that will produce achievements.
C. To pursue those curricular matters that
D. All of these
strategically determine effective living for
specific type of handicapped children.
Answer: D

99. The introduction of career courses in schools and colleges aims at
A. Increasing G.K. in students.
B. Providing professional knowledge to
students.
C. Developing the ability to make the intelligent D. All of the above
choice of jobs.
Answer: B

100. The test on the basis of which a teacher takes decision about the students is known as
A. Revision Test
B. Institutional Test
C. Performance Test
D. Instructional Test
Answer: C

